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This document is intended as an overview to the MDF Rose Engine project published in the Spring 2007
issue of the American Woodturner. This article is meant to complement the MDF Rose Engine Construction Instructions document posted on the AAW website.
A Little Background on Ornamental Turning
Ornamental turning is many-faceted branch of turning which uses specialized lathes and cutting tools.
There are a number of highly specialized forms of lathe work commonly grouped together under the
name of ornamental turning, or OT for short. Historically it has been known as “complex” or “eccentric”
turning, only to distinguish it from “plain” turning which can be accomplished between centers.
At the risk of greatly over-simplifying it, the two main areas of ornamental turning are generally referred to
as “indexed work” and “engine turning”.
Indexed work is typically done by rotating the headstock of the lathe to an indexed position, making a
precise cut, then moving the headstock to the next indexed location and repeating the process. Indexedtype of ornamental turning can be done on almost any lathe—you may be turning on a lathe that has this
capability today. All that is required is a division plate of some sort, a slide rest to manipulate the tool accurately, and a rotary cutter of some type.
Engine turning by contrast, produces characteristic “wave” patterns on the work by mechanically moving
the work or the tool. Most people will be familiar with engine turning in the form of the ornate geometric
metal engravings found on old watch cases.
Engine turning encompasses rose engine work. A
rose engine differs from other lathes in many
ways, but the biggest difference is that the headstock is not stationary. The headstock is hinged,
allowing it to pivot back and forth, called rocking.
By controlling this rocking motion with a rosette—a cam-like disk—you can cut countless patterns.
Rose engine turning has been seen in examples
of work dating back to the early 1600’s. Early
work was carried out as decoration on drinking
vessels, typically made of lignum vitae. It is assumed that this style of work became known as
rose engine turning due to the similarity of
shapes in that early work to the petals of a rose.
Although ornamental turning has been around
for centuries, Generally speaking, its popularity
peaked in the Victorian era prior to the introduction of the automobile. It was during this heyday
that the rotary cutting devices or fly cutters were
popularized, largely replacing many of the profiled drilling tools and fixed cutting tools that had
been the historical mainstay.
Rare and obscure in the woodturning world, few rose engines were ever produced. Today, the number of
existing antique rose engines designed for woodturning can probably be counted on two hands, and many
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of those are in museum collections. A few modern rose engine lathes exist, but as the rose engine lathe
can be a complex machine, they are typically rare and expensive. The Holtzapffel lathe above is typical of
the rare Victorian-era rose engines produced.
Contrary to their modest reception in woodturning, the rose engine did find its niche in the jewelry and watchmaking world. An abundance of
work was produced on industry-specific rose
engines known as “round engines” or “rotary
engines”. The round engine term was ostensibly
used to differentiate the rotating lathes from
their counterpart “straightline engines”. Straightline engines also cut characteristic wave patterns in metal, but they do so off of a “pattern
bar” which has bumps, similar to those on a rosette, but on a flat, straight piece of metal. Engine turning by either technique on metal produces characteristic wave patterns on the work
by mechanically moving the work past a fixed
cutter. Round and straightline engines created
the ornate and geometric patterns found on old
watch cases, cigarette cases, lighters and fine pens. Engine turning is also recognizable, under the
enamel, in pieces like the world renowned Fabergé eggs. Today many ornamental turners resort to modifying machines designed and built for the watch and jewelry industry which were produced into the 1950’s.

Notice the differences between the rosettes characteristic of a woodturning rose engine on the left, and the
more subdued and higher-count patterns of those on a typical metal working rose engine on the right.
In contrast to plain turning, the workpiece in ornamental turning is typically either fixed or rotating slowly
(generally under 10 rpm). In ornamental turning, the tool is usually moving, in the form of either a fly cutter
or a drilling-spindle, revolving at speeds similar to a router bit. Profiled cutters are often employed. For
some types of work, a fixed tool is used that merely scratches the surface, to a precisely controlled depth,
which is the technique employed in most metal working techniques like watchmaking.
Regardless of the machines used, most contemporary ornamental turning is decoration applied to partially
hand-turned work, resulting in a combination of hand turning and ornamental work. The ornamentation is
just that—additional decoration added to a piece of work. In contrast, much of the OT work from the
Victorian-era had ornamentation covering every possible surface.
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What is a rose engine lathe?
As mentioned above, a rose engine differs from other lathes primarily because of its rocking headstock.
Although there are many different designs, all rose engines have at least one rosette, most have a “barrel” holding multiple rosettes allowing the user to move easily from one pattern to another.
The way a rose engine functions is that a rubber is placed against the edge of a
rosette and that serves to push the headstock away, while an opposing spring action pulls the headstock back, keeping the rubber in contact as the rosette rotates
through its pattern of peaks and valleys. Because the rosette is typically mounted
on the spindle, each rotation of the spindle will result in cutting one full version of
the rosette pattern on the workpiece.
Another distinction is that unlike regular turning, contemporary rose engine turning
is usually done with a motor-driven fly cutter, known as a cutting frame. The turner
rotates the piece slowly into the cutter by hand-cranking the lathe. The most common cutting frame, a horizontal cutting frame, is a tool supported on some sort of
sliderest, which has a fly cutter rotating in a horizontal plane. The cutter is spinning
at high speeds—similar to router speeds—and taking light cuts on each pass.
Historical work carried out on rose engines was done with a fixed tool. The tool
would have a profile cut in it, and then be clamped very securely in a horizontal
position. The tool was essentially a very large, profiled scraper. The lathes had to
be very robust for this type of fixed tool work. On each revolution, either the work
would be moved incrementally closer to the tool or vice-versa. Each revolution
would scrape off a small amount until the completed pattern and depth were
achieved. Practitioners of fixed tool rose engine work today are exceedingly rare,
as are the lathes to accomplish this type of work. The photograph at right shows
one of the Coburg Ivories, believed to have been produced mainly by this fixed-tool
technique. The collection of remaining Coburg ivories are on display at the Pitti
Palace Museum (Palazzo Pitti) in Florence, Italy. They were made in the early
1600’s.
If You Would Like to Learn More...
Join OTI, Ornamental Turners International. OTI is an AAW chapter which meets
once every two years. Meetings alternate between East coast, Central U.S. and
West coast. The next meeting will be in the fall of 2008 near St. Louis. A newsletter is sent quarterly. Information on joining is at: http://www.turners.org/oti.htm
Although there is a reasonable selection of books available on ornamental turning, historically not much
has been written about rose engine turning as the machines have been fairly rare. If you join OTI, a CD is
available with past articles from the English group, The Society of Ornamental Turners or SOT. More importantly, that CD also has the only publication I know of written specifically on the rose engine; The Rose
Engine Lathe, Its History, Development, and Modern Use, by Norman Tweddle (August 1950). Other
books on ornamental turning barely mention rose engines.
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